
I found a turtle

Alive InjuredDead

Yes No

See page 2, I
found a nesting

turtle.

Call and text picture to S.T.A.R.T. hotline (705 955 4284)
.

Take photo and use TG
App to upload photo,
record species, and

location.

Gravid Non-gravid

Place turtle and any
viable eggs on the

ground in bin.

Snapping, Painted,
Musk, Map Blanding's, Spotted

If level 4, take Tissue
sample. Write on sample
bag " TG" to indicate that
sample has already been

reported to TG APP.

Place animal in box
with a clasping lid. Do
not feed or give water.

You may put a dry
towel in the bottom of

the bin.

Use TG App to take
photo, record species,

and location.
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Snapping, Painted,
Musk, Map

Blanding's
Spotted
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If necessary, move off
the road when it is safe

to do so.
D.4.

If necessary,  move off
the road and onto

shoulder when it is safe
to do so.

If necessary, move off the
road and onto road shoulder
when it is safe to do so, take

a photo before releasing
turtle.

level 3level 4

Report species,
location and

behaviour on TG
App.

Discretely remove off
road / shoulder to

avoid double
counting.

level 3

D.1. D.2.. D.3.

Report species,
location and

behaviour on TG
App.

Is the turtle laying on ground
with a pile of dirt behind her?
Is she rocking back and forth

or side to side slowly?



Remaining 2 car lengths away from the
turtle put a sign warning drivers of the
turtle on the road shoulder. Make sure
sign is fully off the road and reflective

side with message is facing traffic so it
can be seen by drivers.

Call S.T.A.R.T. hotline 
(705 955 4284)

 and they will dispatch staff or
volunteer nest-sitters. Inform staff

of species, your location and if nest
is on road shoulder, outside of

guard rail, or in a ditch.

If you are able,
continue supervising

turtle until staff or nest-
sitters arrive. 

As soon as turtle is done nesting
physically mark nest by putting an item

(eg. a glove) immediately on top of nest.
Do not use anything like a stick/stake

that would poke through the soil into the
nest. 

Able to nest- sit
turtle. 

Unable to nest- sit
turtle. 

Is nest in a safe location
to put a nest cage? 

NO

If level 4N, see page
3 nest excavation. 

Install nest cage. 
First, do a small test dig with your hands

underneath the nest marker and confirm that
the eggs are underneath the marker. Cover
the test hole you made with dirt. Then install

cage using the marker as an indicator for
where the center of the cage should be. 

The S.T.A.R.T. team will have
dispatched a team to come

excavate the nest based on the
information you provided when

you called. 
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D.1, D.2, D.3

I found a nesting
turtle 

If you cannot stay with
the turtle, leave the

warning sign and the
staff or volunteers on

their way will pick it up. 

Observe turtle, if she starts
to cross the road, capture
her and help her cross the

road. 

Call S.T.A.R.T. hotline 
(705 955 4284) and inform them of
species, your location, and where

nest is in relation to road (on
shoulder, outside of guard rail, in
ditch). Inform them if you are a

level 4N volunteer. 

YES

Take a photo of the turtle, and use
TG app to upload the photo and

record the species and location of
the turtle. 
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I found a
predated nest 

Are there any viable
(intact) eggs left? 

 

Take a picture of the nest,
and a close up of one of

the broken eggs and text to
S.T.A.R.T. hotline. 

(705 955 4284)

No Yes

Remove egg shell
remnants and discard them

away from road to avoid
this nest being recorded

again. 

Cover nest hole with dirt. 

Call S.T.A.R.T. hotline.
  (705 955 4284)

If level 4, place 2 inches of
soil in a container, and then

place egg(s) on soil and
sprinkle more soil on top so

egg(s) does not move
during transport. 
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If trained in nest
excavation, see page

3 and excavate nest to
check for any

remaining eggs. 



Excavating a nest
(level 4N) 

Nest is marked with an object by
a team or person who watched

the turtle finish nesting.  

Snapping Turtle nest ("sand
boobs") is present. 

Use your hands (you may want to
wear gardening gloves) to carefully dig

underneath the marker on a slight
diagnol in the direction the nesting

turtle was facing. Dig slowly so if you
come upon eggs you will not break

them. You will feel empty space once
you hit the nest cavity before you

touch eggs. 

Use your hands (you may want to wear
gardening gloves) to carefully dig in front

the two sand mounds. Dig slowly so if
you come upon eggs you will not break
them.  You will feel empty space once

you hit the nest cavity before you touch
eggs. 

If you find eggs.

Put approximately 2 inches of
soil in nest box container. 

Remove eggs carefully and
number each one with a pencil
before placing in the soil in the

nest box. 

Sprinkle soil around and on top
of eggs so they do not move

during transport. 

Fill out nest paperwork. 

Call S.T.A.R.T. hotline 
705 955 4284. 

If you do not find eggs,

You can continue to search for eggs if you
wish, but if the nest was not marked

accurately it can be really hard to find the
nest. You do not have to keep looking if
your initial search does not lead you to

eggs. 
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